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Magneti and super ondu ting properties have been investigated on a
single rystal of the lled skutterudite super ondu tor PrOs4 Sb12 by means
of stati magnetization measurements at very low temperatures. There
is no tra e of the paramagneti suppression of the super ondu tivity, indi ating that the normal state paramagnetism is due to the Van Vle k
ontributions. An anomalous eld-indu ed phase transition whose onset
eld gradually in reases with temperature is found above 4.5 T and below
1.1 K. The nonlinear sus eptibility in reases from a negative value with
de reasing temperature and attains a maximum at around 1 K. The origin
of these anomalous magnetization behaviors is dis ussed with respe t to
the rystal-ele tri eld ex itations in PrOs4 Sb12 .
PACS numbers: 71.10.Hf, 71.27.+a
The skutterudite

4 12 presents the rst example of a Pr-

ompound PrOs Sb

based heavy fermion super ondu tor [1℄. In the normal state, a pronoun ed
S hottky-like anomaly and a peak in the magneti
around 3 K. The latter behavior
ele tri

an be roughly explained by the

f2

eld (CEF) model based on the 4

CEF ground state is a

sus eptibility are observed
rystalline-

ele trons. It is likely that the

3 nonmagneti doublet with a 5 triplet rst ex ited
1 singlet ground state with a 5 ex ited state

state. On the other hand, a
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is also possible. We have performed stati

4 12

PrOs Sb

down to 0.1 K in order to

magnetization measurements on

he k the ground state as well as to

investigate the super ondu ting properties.

4 12

A single

rystal of PrOs Sb

was grown using an Sb-ux method [1℄.

The residual resistivity ratio ex eeded 30, indi ating the sample is a

lean

super ondu tor. We do not expe t that the impurity-driven spinorbit s attering is relevant in this sample. The resistive super ondu ting transition
temperature

T

was 1.86 K. Magnetization measurements were performed at

temperatures from 0.1 K to 4 K and in elds up to 11.5 T, using a

apa itive

3 He4 He dilution refrigerator [3℄.
Fig. 1 shows isothermal magnetization M (B ) and dierential sus eptibility dM (B )=dB urves of PrOs4 Sb12 at 0.23 K in magneti elds applied par-

magnetometer installed in a

h i

h i

allel to the 100 and 110 dire tions. Besides the isotropi
normal transition

B2

super ondu ting-

at 2.2 T, we observe an anomalous magnetization

behavior at 4.7 T (5.3 T) for

B kh100i (B kh110i).

The onset eld of this

anomaly in reases gradually with in reasing temperature and disappears
ompletely for



T

:

1 1 K. The stepwise stru ture of

a broad peak above 1.1 K (0.9 K) for

dM (B  )=dB

B kh100i (B kh110i).

orresponding anomalies have been found in the thermodynami
as well [2℄. There is no anisotropy in the magnetization
ranging from
low

be omes

We note that
properties

urves in the elds

B 2 to B *, while sizable anisotropy is observed above B *.

B *, the sus

Be-

eptibility at 0.23 K is about 60 % of that at 3 K where the

sus eptibility has a maximum [1℄. At high elds de Haasvan Alphen os illations are observed for

B kh100i,

ree ting the high purity of the sample.

The frequen y is 70 T, leading to a small Fermi surfa e
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Fig. 1. Magnetization and dierential sus eptibility urves for PrOs4 Sb12 at 0.23
K with B kh100i and B kh110i.
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In the super ondu ting state, the irreversible magnetization de reases
rapidly with eld.

The magnetization irreversibility, however, in reases

slightly again around 1.3 T. This is a so- alled peak ee t, observed in
other

f -ele

tron super ondu tors [3℄. The peak rapidly de reases with in-

reasing temperature and, above 1 K, is too small to be dete ted.
From the magnetization
magnetization

Meq (B )

urves with small hystereses, the equilibrium

an be obtained by averaging the in reasing- and

de reasing-eld magnetizations.
be estimated from the
trapolated value of

B2

B

Meq (B )

(0) is

The thermodynami

riti al eld

integration with respe t to

 0.06 T.

B

The temperature dependen e of the super ondu ting upper
and onset eld of the anomaly

B*

are displayed in Fig.

B

an

[3℄. The exriti al eld
2(a).

These

B 2.
B 2 (0) is almost the same as the orbital riti al eld
estimated from dB 2 =dT just below T , suggesting no paramagneti suppression of the super ondu tivity. The GinzburgLandau parameter 2 (T ),
results are similar to those reported in [1,4,5℄. There is no anisotropy in
It should be noted that

whi h is obtained from the average slope of the equilibrium magnetization

B 2,

just below

in reases with de reasing temperature, typi al for super-

ondu tors without paramagneti
me hanism whi h
sample is

suppression [3℄. The spinorbit s attering

ould re over spin paramagnetism is not relevant sin e the

lean. These results indi ate that the origin of the normal state

paramagnetism is the Van Vle k

ergy level s heme whose ground state is

1

onsistent with the Pr

3

or

en-

in the CEF [1℄.
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Fig. 2. (a) B T phase diagram in PrOs4 Sb12 . (b) Temperature dependen e of
nonlinear sus eptibility in PrOs4 Sb12 .
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As mentioned above,

B*

in reases with temperature up to

 8 T and

gradually shifts to the lower temperature side above this eld. This anoma-

lous eld-indu ed transition should ree t the nature of the ground state
in the CEF. The nonlinear
urves are analyzed to
magnetization
small

ontributions to the isothermal magnetization

he k the ground state properties in detail.

urves are almost linear with eld below

B *,

leading to the

ontribution of the nonlinear term. The nonlinear sus eptibility

> B 2 ) and

estimated in the eld range between 2.5 T (

The

< B *),

4 T (

3

is

using

M0 + 1 B + 3 B 3 =3! in order to avoid impurity ee ts.
Fig. 2(b) displays the temperature dependen e of 3 (T ) for B along the
prin ipal axes. While the T -dependen e of 3 (T ) is qualitatively similar to
that reported in [5℄, the magnitude of 3 (T ) is onsiderably dierent from
the expression

M

=

that in [5℄. This dis repan y may originate from the dieren e of the eld

range where the

3 (T ) estimation is performed. The temperature depen3 (T ) gradually in reases from negative values with

den e is quite strange;

de reasing temperature, exhibits a maximum at about 1 K and be omes
negative again at lower temperatures. No anisotropy in

3 (T )

ould be de-

te ted within experimental error in spite of the small but sizable anisotropy
in

B *.

Sin e

3 (T )

is expe ted to be anisotropi

ground state [6℄, this result

for both a

1

3

and a

alls into question the nature of the ground state

C (B; T ) measurements suggest a rossover
to a 5 ground state in a magneti eld B  5 T due to the Zeeman splitting
of the 5 triplet state, in agreement with these M (B ) measurements.

in this material. However, re ent

In summary, magneti

and super ondu ting properties have been inves-

4 12

tigated on the lled skutterudite super ondu tor PrOs Sb
stati

by means of

magnetization measurements at very low temperatures. Besides the

super ondu ting-normal transition, an anomalous eld-indu ed phase tran-

T

sition whose onset eld in reases with in reasingThe paramagnetism below

B*

is found below 1.1 K.

originates from the Van Vle k

ontribution

whi h does not suppress the super ondu tivity. The small anisotropy in the

3+

linear and nonlinear sus eptibilities suggests that the ground state of Pr
in the CEF may be more
due to hybridization with

ompli ated than expe ted for ioni

1 or 3 states

ondu tion ele tron states. The resear h at UCSD

was supported by the US NSF and DOE.
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